Nov. 25. 1817.

I have not yet seen the announce of
Don't tythina in the public papers. Be
so good as not to let it be delayed a day
longer, as the books are now ready.

I wish a parcel of twelve to be sent to
me as soon as you can get them suit in
hand. If you will send me the account
of the expense of the advertisements I will
reimburse you for the money immediately they
are applied —

Yours in
your most ow. 

Regd. 

[Signature]
Mr. White, Bartholomew
3 Wellbeck St.
London

Marlow, Nov. 25. 1817.

Dear Sir

I have not yet seen the announce of Laon & Cythna in the public papers.—Be so good as not to let it be delayed a day longer, as the books are now ready.

I wish a parcel of twelve to be sent to me as soon as you can get them put in boards. If you will send me the account of the expense of the advertisements I will transmit you the money the moment they ever appear [long dash]

Dear Sir

Your most obe\textsuperscript{d}.

Percy B. Shelley.

[vertical, upper left:] Send one [word or words destroyed by paper deterioration] Hunt the first thing.—Dante? & the Spectator?
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Notes: 1. I cannot illuminate the query about Dante.